Print, Web, and Podcast ToV Public Outreach
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As part of alerting the general public to the subtly spectacular transit of Venus as an intellectual marvel not available to us from Earth until AD 2117/2125, in
addition to our scientific plans (Pasachoff et al., this meeting), I provided a variety of print, web, and podcast discussions of the transit of Venus. Months before
the transit, I had:
(1) an article in the children's magazine Odyssey (May/June 2011); (2) a discussion in the National Geographic Society's BreakingOrbit blog (March 1, 2011),
http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2011/03/01/watch_planet_transit_2012_venus/; (3) and a year's advance notice at "June 5: Transit of Venus." http://
365daysofastronomy.org/2011/06/05/june-5th-transit-of-venus/. (4) At the 2011 Nantes DPS, I participated in "Transits of Venus in Public Education and
Contemporary Research," with online video at http://transitofvenus.nl/wp/2011/10/16/four-giants-talk-about-transits/. Subsequently, (5) I gave a 22-minute lecture
about the transit of Venus, "Transit of Venus—Will You Be Watching?," on the Phi Beta Kappa website: http://www.pbk.org/home/playpodcast.aspx?id=772 and
enlargeable at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVVaCoNT1pg. (6) I posted a summary of E/PO at Historical Astronomy Division News, #79, October; http://
had.aas.org/hadnews/HADN79.html. Closer to the event, a few weeks before the transit (7) I had a Comment in Nature ("Transit of Venus: Last Chance to See,"
Nature 485, 303-304) and (8, 9) articles in general-public-accessible journals ("Transit of Venus: Last Chance From Earth until 2117," Physics World, 25, 36-41,
May; "The 2012 Transit of Venus"; and Scientific American, online, http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=transit-venus-june-5). The day before the
transit (10) I had a radio and podcast Academic Minute (http://www.wamc.org/post/dr-jay-pasachoff-williams-college). (11) On transit day, I had an Op-Ed piece
in The New York Times ("Learning from Celestial Beauty," http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/05/opinion/learning-from-celestial-beauty.html) that was seen by
largely a non-scientific audience. Subsequent to the transit, (12) I gave a general-public lecture in Waimea sponsored by the Keck Observatory (http://
keckobservatory.org/news/video_venus_transits_past_present_future), and (13) an invited public evening lecture at the AAS meeting in Anchorage (http://aas.org/
meetings/aas220/video_session_127). A few weeks later, I had a podcast on (14) http://365daysofastronomy.org/?s=pasachoff (June 29). (15) My article for Sky &
Telescope appeared in the October issue (http://skyandtelescope.com). (16) My editorial "Syzygy x 3" will appear in the Observer's Handbook 2013 of the RASC.
(17) "Science at the June 6/5 Transit of Venus," Inquiries of Heaven, the newspaper of the International Astronomical Union General Assembly in Beijing. (18)
My various efforts as well as links to links to history and science of transits of Mercury and Venus are assembled at http://www.transitofvenus.info.
Acknowledgments: My expeditions to the transits of Venus of 2004 and 2012 were supported by grants from the Committee for Research and Exploration of the
National Geographic Society.
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